Call to order 6:00 p.m. by Sistarenik.

Dennis Roberts announced that he is leaving the LRAA. Dennis is joining the FAA in Washington DC. Director of Airport Planning and Programming will be Dennis’s new job title. He thanked the group for all their time and commitment to community noise issues.

Minutes from the November 3, 2003 meeting were read. A motion was made to approve the minutes by Mary Rose Evans and seconded by Tim Chilton. Minutes from December 1, 2003 meeting were read. A motion was made to approve the minutes by Pete Levermore and seconded by Dorn Crawford.

John Sistarenik presented a draft letter of support for the Part 150 Update to the group. The letter was addressed to Mr. Jerry Bowers of the FAA in Memphis. A recommendation was made to make minor changes and approve the letter. Tim Chilton made a motion to approve the letter; it was seconded by Dorn Crawford.

Bob Slattery gave an update on the Wyle Laboratories Acoustical Study. All technical information is compiled and Wyle is analyzing data at this time. It will be the mid to late February before we see anything on the draft report.
Bob Slattery gave an update on the Aircraft Flight Track and Noise Management System (AFTNMS). At this time ASDI (Aviation Situational Display to Industry) data is not available. This data should be integrated sometime in January.

West Runway Expansion still waiting on money from the State Department of Transportation.

John Sistarenik will send a letter to Skip Miller requesting he designate a CNF replacement for Dennis Roberts.

The next CNF meeting will be Monday, February 2, 2004 at the Louisville Regional Airport Authority Maintenance Facility.

Adjourn 6:45 p.m.